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Comments

megaSalamenceXX • 42 points • 12 July, 2020 02:40 PM 

The thing is they really really believe women are superior to men. So sadly in their pathetic minds the logic
holds.

Dazee- • 13 points • 12 July, 2020 05:17 PM 

I mean all humanity is equal, if they want that equality then society should remove gentlemanly teaching
because apparently women are treated wrong, so therefore the “never hit a girl” rules are out the window
meaning society would accept starting a fight with them or fighting them, nice!

pddiddy • 23 points • 12 July, 2020 03:46 PM 

So I heard if you are a women and out don’t believe in feminism they say you don’t want women to vote

They are so retarded that they think women still can’t vote

Rozycka123[S] • 17 points • 12 July, 2020 04:27 PM 

I’m a woman and an anti feminist and I support women voting, pretty much everyone does

zipflop • 10 points • 12 July, 2020 01:08 PM 

WTF I like feminism now

¯¯_(ヅ)_/¯¯

Chopanero77 • 1 point • 12 July, 2020 05:15 PM 

TBF, TERFs are based as fuck despite being feminists

mhandanna • 9 points • 12 July, 2020 06:05 PM 

I know this is a joke but Jordan Peterson raises a really good point....

So patriarchy is the evil of the world, men oprressive, brutal, dominant.... hated by feminism

but what is its opposite? Matriarchy women being nutruing, kind, compassionate... but this is also degraded and
looked down upon by feminism (feminst even classify female dominated professions e.g. teaching, healthcare,
etc as low status, "emotional labour jobs" and look down on them)

Also, feminsits answer is to replace the patriarchy with women and suddenly it will be good? But at the same
time they say patriarchy is structral, i.e. not really men, its just a structural thing... well women in those same
roles is the same structure.

Feminism is a shit piece, makes no sense.

BTW, within feminism there is movements that actuall oppose the thing about just replacing men CEOs with
women ones, i.e. they want to tear down capitalism, but thats a whole other thing and bullshit marxism

Enix10234 • 6 points • 12 July, 2020 07:03 PM 

They aren't even using this argument anymore. Now it "women are better than men in every single aspect of life"
with little to no proof.

KaioElpl3yer • 1 point • 12 July, 2020 04:31 PM 
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Good one

Rozycka123[S] • 1 point • 12 July, 2020 04:31 PM 

Thanks

pixeliner • -7 points • 12 July, 2020 04:10 PM 

This sub isn't for calling feminists trash, it's for pointing out feminists who think feminism is just men hate. You
took both groups of feminists and put them into a meme, showing how you can't tell the difference. This sub
really isn't for you nor it is for the incels in the comments.

Rozycka123[S] • 5 points • 12 July, 2020 04:27 PM 

Can’t tell the difference between what?

pixeliner • -5 points • 12 July, 2020 04:28 PM 

Between normal feminists (who want equality) and people who this sub is trying to fight (who just hate
men).

seajayde[�] • 9 points • 12 July, 2020 04:47 PM* 

Read the name of the sub and notice it isn't r/antiextremefeminists or r/antithebadfeminists.

People who want equality shouldn't use a term that stands for one sex over the other. Especially as
women have way more privileges than men. Rape is still considered by a large majority of people as
something that can't happen to men. Men are most likely to commit suicide. Rape & sexual assault
jokes where men are the victims are so much more hilarious than the same jokes where women are
the victims. Even in kid's cartoons it's perfectly fine to put a not that subtle joke about prison rape in
there. The list goes on. Also there are a shit ton of places women suffering from domestic abuse can
go. Places they can call for advice. Men get nothing except laughed at and told 'a small thing like her
picking on a big thing like you? LOL' The sub r/pinkpillfeminism is the worst sub I have ever been
too. (And that's saying a shit ton.) r/askfeminists or whatever it's called isn't much better. But no, I
guess those people aren't 'real feminists'.

pixeliner • -1 points • 12 July, 2020 05:43 PM 

Exactly. This sub is for pointing out problems in feminism (source: the sub description), and you
did just that - you pointed out things that are often overlooked. People saying men are trash while
saying they are feminists are also a problem of feminism. Feminism overall is okay on this sub,
and I support it myself, as long as it's flawless equality, and when it's not, this sub is used.

If you're against equality for one sex while ranting about how the other one is unequal too, you're
not helping anyone, as equality for everyone can only be obtained when everyone is supporting it
for everyone, that's why I support feminism

Also, have an upvote, I agree with you

SauronGamgee • 1 point • 15 July, 2020 10:42 AM 

That's not feminism though. Feminism is not about equality, it's about elevating women and
pushing men down.

Here is the definition in a simple google search:

the advocacy of women's rights on the ground of the equality of the sexes.

Similar:
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the women's movement

the feminist movement

women's liberation

female emancipation

women's rights

post-feminism

womanism

women's lib

Does it say anything about mens rights? All (except post-feminism) of the terms above are
clearly specifically for women's rights. What about men? In what way are women 'oppressed'
in western society when they have all the rights and none of the responsibilities?

In the middle east and probably other places as well, I understand that feminism might be
necessary. However, in western society, women have much better and easier lives than men.

pixeliner • 1 point • 15 July, 2020 10:56 AM 

So I gave up on trying to come up with a quirky way to call you stupid so I'll just call you
that. Feminism is about, surprise-surprise, women gaining equal rights as men do. I
wonder why something called with a word with fem in it doesn't also cover men,
hmm?There is masculusm for men getting equal rights to women.

If you're trying to make everything work for men and nothing for women, you may be
sexist

SauronGamgee • 1 point • 15 July, 2020 11:21 AM 

Personal attack =/= argument

What I am saying is that I, like many others, want equality. Feminism is not true
equality.

pixeliner • 1 point • 15 July, 2020 11:24 AM 

Feminism is female side of gender equality, masculism is the male side of gender
equality. If you don't support both, you don't support gender equality

SauronGamgee • 1 point • 15 July, 2020 11:28 AM 

Which is paradoxal. You can't have a 'side' in equality. It's either equal or not.
The idea of having a side for equality, which is supposed to be for everyone,
doesn't make sense.

billibob2283 • -5 points • 12 July, 2020 04:34 PM 

Im sorry but this is the most overused joke in this subreddit

NotTodayJesus666 • -3 points • 12 July, 2020 07:37 PM 
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